Underline all uses of *their, they're or there* in the following paragraph.

Mr. and Mrs. Casey are very staunch Catholics; for that reason, they're upset about their son marrying a Jewish woman. They're concerned that their grandchildren will not have one firm religion to believe in. The Caseys know that there is some basis for their fear, for children of a religiously mixed marriage do have to confront two religions at one time. However, then they begin to think, "So long as there is love between the parent, how can that harm the children?" In the end they're reconciled to the marriage.

1. Which shows ownership? ________

2. Which indicates direction or is a way of introducing a thought? ________

3. Which is a contraction of *they + are*? ________

Proofread the following paragraph for the accurate use of they're, their and there. Correct any errors in the use of these words that you find.

On arriving in America, Pierre was amazed by sights and sounds. They're he was jolted by the many people hurrying around and shouting, for he had come from a small village in the south of France. And, being only eight years old and a bit nervous, Pierre found himself overwhelmed by the buildings and there height. He looked around for his hosts, cousins whom he had never seen, so he didn't have much lick. The flight attendants brought him to the information booth, where the cousins were paged while Pierre stood their. There were no replies for around five minutes. After the attendants paged the cousins again, a couple ran up to their cousin, who stood their patiently accepting the kisses. After there reunion, the three of the were on their way home.